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	2016/11 New CCNP Routing and Switching 300-101 ROUTE: Implementing Cisco IP Routing (ROUTE) Exam Questions Updated

Today! 1.|2016.Nov. 300-101 Exam Dumps (PDF & VCE) 230Q&As Download:http://www.braindump2go.com/300-101.html

2.|2016.Nov. 300-101 Exam Questions & Answers:https://1drv.ms/b/s!AvI7wzKf6QBjgQU3MiuxP2dJi8Wo QUESTION 116

Which three benefits does the Cisco Easy Virtual Network provide to an enterprise network? (Choose three.) A.    simplified Layer 3

network virtualizationB.    improved shared services supportC.    enhanced management, troubleshooting, and usabilityD.    reduced

configuration and deployment time for dot1q trunkingE.    increased network performance and throughputF.    decreased BGP

neighbor configurations Answer: ABC QUESTION 117The enterprise network WAN link has been receiving several denial of

service attacks from both IPv4 and IPv6 sources. Which three elements can you use to identify an IPv6 packet via its header, in

order to filter future attacks? (Choose three.) A.    Traffic ClassB.    Source addressC.    Flow LabelD.    Hop LimitE.    Destination

AddressF.    Fragment Offset Answer: ACD QUESTION 118Which traffic characteristic is the reason that UDP traffic that carries

voice and video is assigned to the queue only on a link that is at least 768 kbps? A.    typically is not fragmentedB.    typically is

fragmentedC.    causes windowingD.    causes excessive delays for video traffic Answer: A QUESTION 119Refer to the exhibit.

Which statement about the configuration is true?  

  A.    20 packets are being sent every 30 seconds.B.    The monitor starts at 12:05:00 a.m.C.    Jitter is being tested with TCP packets

to port 65051.D.    The packets that are being sent use DSCP EF. Answer: A QUESTION 120Refer to the exhibit. Which statement

about the command output is true?  

  A.    The router exports flow information to 10.10.10.1 on UDP port 5127.B.    The router receives flow information from

10.10.10.2 on UDP port 5127.C.    The router exports flow information to 10.10.10.1 on TCP port 5127.D.    The router receives

flow information from 10.10.10.2 on TCP port 5127. Answer: A QUESTION 121Which type of BGP AS number is 64591? A.    a

private AS numberB.    a public AS numberC.    a private 4-byte AS numberD.    a public 4-byte AS number Answer: A QUESTION

122Refer to the exhibit. When summarizing these routes, which route is the summarized route?  

  A.    OI 2001:DB8::/48 [110/100] via FE80::A8BB:CCFF:FE00:6F00, Ethernet0/0B.    OI 2001:DB8::/24 [110/100] via

FE80::A8BB:CCFF:FE00:6F00, Ethernet0/0C.    OI 2001:DB8::/32 [110/100] via FE80::A8BB:CCFF:FE00:6F00, Ethernet0/0D.   

OI 2001:DB8::/64 [110/100] via FE80::A8BB:CCFF:FE00:6F00, Ethernet0/0 Answer: A QUESTION 123Which Cisco VPN
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technology uses AAA to implement group policies and authorization and is also used for the XAUTH authentication method? A.   

DMVPNB.    Cisco Easy VPNC.    GETVPND.    GREVPN Answer: B QUESTION 124Which statement about dual stack is true?

A.    Dual stack translates IPv6 addresses to IPv4 addresses.B.    Dual stack means that devices are able to run IPv4 and IPv6 in

parallel.C.    Dual stack translates IPv4 addresses to IPv6 addresses.D.    Dual stack changes the IP addresses on hosts from IPv4 to

IPv6 automatically. Answer: B QUESTION 125Refer to the exhibit. The command is executed while configuring a

point-to-multipoint Frame Relay interface. Which type of IPv6 address is portrayed in the exhibit?  
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B.    site-localC.    globalD.    multicast Answer: A QUESTION 126Which statement about the NPTv6 protocol is true? A.    It is

used to translate IPv4 prefixes to IPv6 prefixes.B.    It is used to translate an IPv6 address prefix to another IPv6 prefix.C.    It is used

to translate IPv6 prefixes to IPv4 subnets with appropriate masks.D.    It is used to translate IPv4 addresses to IPv6 link-local

addresses. Answer: B  !!!RECOMMEND!!!   1.Braindump2go|2016.Nov. 300-101 Exam Dumps (PDF & VCE) 230Q&As

Download:http://www.braindump2go.com/300-101.html 2.Braindump2go|2016.Nov. 300-101 Exam Questions & Answers:

YouTube Video: YouTube.com/watch?v=iTR0QvVNPMU
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